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Abstract: Today’s computer world the Active worm’s are the major security issues in the Internet. This is
because of the ability of active worms to execute in an automated fashion as they continuously attack the
computers on the Internet. Here we find a new class of active worms, called as Camouflaging Worm (C-Worm).
The C-Worm is different from regular worms because of its ability to change its scan traffic volume over time
very cleverly. so, the C-Worm hides from its propagation from existing worm detection applications based on
analyzing the propagation traffic generated by  worms.  we  design  a  spectrum-based  scheme  to  detect  the
C-Worm. Our scheme uses the Power Camouflaging Worm distribution of the scan traffic volume and its
corresponding Spectral Flatness Measure (SFM) to distinguish the C-Worm traffic from background traffic
Using a real-world traces as background traffic, we conduct extensive performance evaluations on our proposed
spectrum-based detection scheme. The performance data clearly shows that our scheme can effectively detect
the C-Worm propagation. Furthermore, we show the generality of our spectrum-based scheme in effectively
detecting not only the C-Worm, but traditional worms as well.
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INTRODUCTION entire black-market industry for renting, trading and

An active worm is the software program that for attackers. Researchers also showed possibility of
propagates itself on the Internet to infect other “super-botnets,” networks of independent botnets that
computers. The propagation of the worm is based on all can be coordinated for attacks of unprecedented scale.
the ways  to  attack  the  computers   on   the   Internet. For an adversary, super botnets would also be extremely
Many real-world worms have infected big damage on the versatile and resistant to counter measures. Due to the
Internet. These worms include “Code-Red” worm in 2001, substantial damage caused by worms in the past years,
“Slammer” worm in 2003 and “Witty”/“Sasser” worms in there have been significant efforts on developing
2004. Many active worms are used to infect a large detection and defense mechanisms against worms [2].
number of computers and change them as bots or A network based worm detection system plays a
zombies, which are networked together to form botnets major role by monitoring, collecting and analyzing the
These botnets can be used to: (a) launch massive scan traffic generated during worm attacks. In this system,
Distributed Denial-of-Service (DDoS) attacks that disrupt the detection is commonly based on the self propagating
the Internet utilities, (b) access confidential information behavior of worms  that  can  be  described  as  follows:
that can be misused, through large scale traffic sniffing. after a worm-infected computer identifies and infects a
logging, identity theft etc, (c) destroy data that has a high vulnerable computer on the Internet, this newly infected
monetary value, and (d) distribute large-scale [1] computer1 will automatically and continuously scan
unsolicited advertisement emails  (as  spam)  or  software several IP addresses to identify and infect other
(as malware). There is evidence showing that infected vulnerable computers. As such, numerous existing
computers are changed out as “Botnets” for creating an detection  schemes  are  based on a tacit assumption that

managing “owned” computers,leading to economic values
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each    worm-infected   computer   keeps  scanning  the packets by itself, or it may have users behind it in which
Internet and propagates itself at the highest possible
speed. the worm scan traffic volume and the number of
worm-infected computers exhibit exponentially increasing
patterns[3].

Literature Survey:

Vulnerabilities of Passive Internet Threat Monitors
Passive internet monitoring is a powerful tool for
measuring the activities like worms and distributed
denial of service attacks. In the olden days these
monitors have been used not only to detect denial of
service but also to monitor worm propagation trends
and other illegal activities. Today the passive threat
monitors are widely used as an important technology
for detecting and understanding the worms. Back in
olden days there is no observing the traffic at
address that never generated packets themselves.
But Nowadays, hosts are connected to the internet
continuously attack packets whether they are silent
or not.

Threat Monitor Internals: Figure 1 shows the passive
Internet threat monitors.

It has an array of sensors listening to packets coming
at set of   IP   address,   capturing   all   traffic   sent   to
these addresses. Logs of capture events are sent to
capture report processor where events are gathered,
stored processed and published as background activity
monitor reports. Some sensors monitor network traffic for
large address spaces, while others capture only sent to
their own addresses [4].

A passive sensor often functions like a firewall that
is configured to record and drop all packets. A sensor
may be a dedicated “silent” device that  never  generates

case its firewall must be configured to pass legitimate
packets in both directions.

A Comparison of Techniques for Online Increment
Learning of HMMParameters in Anomaly Detection:
Intrusion Detection Systems (IDSs) are used to identify,
assess and report unauthorized computer or network
activities. Host-based IDSs (HIDSs) are designed to
monitor     the     host     system    activities    and   state,
while network-based IDSs monitor network traffic for
multiple hosts. In either case, IDSs have been  designed
to perform misuse detection-looking for  events that
match patterns corresponding to known attacks and
anomaly detecting significant deviations from normal
system behavior.

Operating system events are usually monitored in
HIDSs for strange detection. Since system calls are the
gateway between user and kernel mode, early host-based
anomaly detection systems monitor deviation in system
call sequences. Various detection techniques have been
proposed to learn the normal process behavior through
system call sequences.

Among these, techniques based on discrete Hidden
Markov Models (HMMs) have been shown to shown to
provide high level of performance. 

Inside the Slammer Worm: Slammer’s most novel feature
is its propagation speed. In approximately three minutes,
the worm achieved its full scanning rate (more than 55
million scans per second), after which the growth rate
slowed because significant portions of the network had
insufficient bandwidth to accommodate more growth [5].

The worm’s spreading strategy uses random
scanning     it     randomly     selects    IP    addresses,
eventually finding and infecting all susceptible hosts.
Random-scanning worms initially spread exponentially,
but their rapid new-host with its scans and bandwidth
consumption and network outages caused site-specific
variations in its observed spread.

While Slammer spread nearly two orders of
magnitude faster than Code Red, it probably infected
fewer machines. Both worms use the same basic scanning
strategy to find vulnerable machines and transfer their
exploitive payloads; however, they differ in their scanning
constraints.     While     Code    Red   is   latency-limited,
Slammer is bandwidth-limited, enabling Slammer to scan
as fast as a compromised computer can transmit packets
or a network can deliver them. Slammer’s 376 bytes
comprise   a   simple,   fast   scanner.   With   its   requisite
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headers, the payload becomes a single 404-byte user Centralized Data Center: It will collect all the traffic logs
datagram protocol (UDP) packet. Contrast Slammer’s 404
bytes with Code Red’s 4 Kbytes or Nimda’s 60 Kbytes [6].

Previous  scanning    worms,   such  as  Code  Red,
spread via many threads, each invoking connect () to
open a TCP session to random addresses. Consequently,
each thread’s scanning rate was limited by network
latency. After sending a TCP SYN packet to initiate the
connection, each thread must wait to receive a
corresponding SYN/ACK packet from the target host or
time-out   if   no  response  is  received.  During  this  time,
the   thread    is    blocked   and  cannot  infect  other
hosts. In principle, worms can compensate for this latency
by     invoking    a   sufficiently  large  number  of  threads.
In   practice,   however,   operating   system   limitations,
such as context-switch overhead and kernel stack memory
consumption, limit the number of active threads a worm
can use effectively. So, a worm like Code Red quickly
stalls and becomes latency limited, as every thread
spends most of its time waiting for responses [7].

In contrast, Slammer’s scanner is limited by each
compromised machine’s Internet bandwidth. Because a
single packet to UDP port 1434 could exploit the SQL
server’s vulnerability, the worm was able to broadcast
scans without requiring responses from potential victims.
Slammer’s inner loop is very small and with modern
servers’ I/O capacity to transmit network data at more
than 100 Mbits per second, Slammer frequently was
limited by Internet access bandwidth rather than its ability
to replicate copies of itself.

All the users are connected to the respective
monitors. and the monitors are connected to the
Centralized data center. and users can be inter connected
to themselves to interact.

Implementation:     The    effectiveness   of   the   C-Worm
against existing traffic volume-based detection schemes;
the detection scheme of the C-Worm in the frequency
domain. To identify the C-Worm propagation we use the
distribution of Power Spectral Density (PSD) and its
corresponding Spectral Flatness Measure (SFM) of the
scan traffic [8-12].

User: In this module user can login to the centralized
server for authentication, once the client is treated as
authorized then it can share data with the neighbors in the
network.

Monitoring: It will monitor the authorized clients for their
transaction and it will identify the traffic log (IP address
which are not commonly used and dark IP address).

from various network monitors for identifying the worms
by their IP address.

Report Preparation: The purpose of this module is to
identify the actual worm by its ratio not by scan traffic
time in order to detect the active worm and the normal
worm.

Report Distribution: The centralized data center has to
distribute the report logs (dark IP address) to all the users
in the network.

CONCLUSION

In this paper we presented an analytical framework,
based on Interactive Markov Chains, that can be used to
study the dynamics of malware propagation on a network.
The exact solution of a stochastic model intended to
capture the probabilistic nature of malware propagation
on an arbitrary topology appears to be a major challenge,
because of the high computational complexity necessary
to analyze very large systems.

However, one can resort to simple bounds and
approximations in order to obtain a gross-level prediction
of the system behavior that can help to understand
important characteristics of malware propagation.
Although we have focused on the modeling aspects of
the problem, we believe our methodology can be usefully
applied to evaluate different countermeasures against
future malware activity, as well as fundamental issues on
network vulnerability assessment.

Moreover, the flexibility of the approach based on
IMCs allows to apply our work beyond the problem of
malware spreading, addressing a wide variety of dynamic
interactions on networks. Our modeling effort is to be
considered a first step in a rather novel research area that
we expect to gain more and more relevance in the next
future.
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